Abstract: This study presents the analysis of a constellation partition (CP) algorithm for multiple-input multiple-outputmaximum-likelihood detection (MIMO -MLD) systems. The authors consider an N t by N r MIMO system, where MLD algorithm is employed at the receiver side for MIMO signal detection. The authors show that for the case of orthogonal space-time block codes and MIMO beamforming (MIMO-BF) systems, the proposed CP algorithm achieves the same errorrate performance as the optimum MLD algorithm while cutting back significantly on the complexity of MIMO -MLD scheme. Thus complexity reduction is not achieved at the expense of the optimum MLD performance in these cases, unlike the existing simplified MLD schemes in the literature. For the case of MIMO-multiplexing system, however, it is observed that the complexity reduction is achieved at the expense of the optimum MLD performance, similar to the existing simplified MLD schemes. Thus the proposed algorithm is especially attractive in real-time implementation of space-time block code and MIMO-BF systems.
Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication system employing coding techniques appropriate to multiple antenna transmissions have recently been embraced as an effective means to achieve high data rate over wireless channels. Several wireless standards such as the Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11), WiMAX (IEEE 802. 16 ) and the fourth generation (4G) long-term evolution for cellular systems have thus all adopted MIMO transmissions as core highspeed technology in the systems. Among all the detection algorithms for MIMO systems, maximum-likelihood detection (MLD) is the preferred candidate whenever very low symbol error rate (SER) performance is desired, since MLD is optimal in post-detection error-rate performance. Of considerable concern, however, is the huge complexity incurred in the implementation of MIMO -MLD systems. Complexity of MIMO -MLD grows exponentially with the number of antennas and constellation size [1, 2] . Thus with large number of antennas and signal constellations, the complexity of MIMO -MLD becomes too prohibitive for real-time implementations. Therefore concerted efforts are being exerted on ways to develop attractive algorithms for reduced-complexity MIMO -MLD systems, [2 -7] .
In Ref. [3] , a low-complexity adaptive tree search algorithm was proposed for MIMO-MLD systems. The scheme makes a complexity reduction trade-off for some performance degradation of the optimum MIMO-MLD scheme. In Ref.
[4], a near-optimum iterative MLD algorithm for uplink virtual MIMO system was proposed. Complexity reduction was achieved in [4] by pruning down the number of iterations, and therefore making a performance trade-off for complexity reduction, compared to the optimum MLD. In [5] , hybrid MLD/minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) and MLD/ordered successive MMSE detection (OSD) schemes that use signal-to-interference-plus noise ratio (SINR) information to determine when to switch between optimum MLD (full-complexity) and the sub-optimum MMSE and OSD (reduced-complexity) schemes were proposed. Again these schemes make trade-offs between complexity and performance. In Refs. [2, 6, 8] , and related works, spheredecoding MLD algorithms were also proposed. The algorithms achieve complexity reduction by searching over only the lattice points that lie within a hypersphere of radius R around the received signal rather than searching over the entire lattice as in the brute-force MLD. However, one of the dilemma faced by sphere decoding is choosing appropriate R. When R is too small, no point may be searched and the performance is severely degraded. On the other hand, when R is too large, too many points are searched and the resulting complexity is similar to the brute-force MLD. Implementation-wise, it should be noted that R suitable for certain signal-to-noise-ratio will be inadequate for others, and very large-scale integration implementation of algorithms requires planing a fixed number of digital signal-processing computations a priori. As a remedy to this problem, the authors in Shen and Eltawil [9] and Mondal et al. [10] have recently proposed K-best sphere decoders (SDs) that adaptively choose the radius of the search operations in sphere decoding such that a fixed number of points are always searched. However, the algorithm still make a significant trade-off between the optimum MLD performance and complexity, as in the other reduced-complexity MLD algorithms. Other recently proposed low-complexity MIMO-MLD schemes that similarly make trade-off between performance and complexity compared with the optimum MIMO-MLD can be found in [11, 12] . Sung et al. [11] propose a simplified reduced-complexity MIMO-MLD algorithm that reduces complexity by using p candidate symbols from the constellations (where 1 ≤ p ≤ M) that are closest to each elements of the received vector, after zeroforcing, for the MLD search operations. For the QPSK signals examined in [2] (M ¼ 4), the best case for the algorithm, p ¼ 4, still degrades the performance of the optimum MLD significantly. Moreover, a trend not captured in [2] is the effect of larger constellation sizes such as 16-QAM (M ¼ 16) and 32-QAM (M ¼ 32) on the performance gap between the reduced-complexity system and the optimum MLD, which is expected to widen with increasing M. In [12] , a new reduced-complexity MLD scheme for coded MIMO systems was presented, where narrower performance gap between the optimum MLD performance and the reduced-complexity scheme was achieved using softoutput values.
In this paper, we propose a two-stage constellation partition (CP) algorithm for reduced-complexity detection of MIMO systems. In the proposed scheme, the search operations in the MLD algorithm is conducted in two stages: quadrant search and symbol search. The M signal points in the constellation are thus partitioned into two: quadrant indicator and quadrant symbols. The quadrant indicator consists of the M 0 signal points on the inner-most ring of the constellation, whereas the quadrant symbols consist of all the signal points in a quadrant minus the quadrant indicator for that quadrant, that is, (M 2 M 0 )/4 for M-QAM signals. We show that for the case of orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC) and MIMO beamforming (MIMO-BF) systems where the vector search operations in the MLD algorithm decouples into scalar searches, this two-stage search procedure significantly cuts back on the MLD complexity while keeping essentially the same performance as the optimum MLD. Thus, unlike the existing schemes [2 -7, 9 -13] , the proposed CP algorithm avoids a trade-off between the optimum MLD performance and complexity reduction, when used for OSTBC and MIMO-BF systems. When used for MIMO multiplexing (MIMO-mux) scheme however, the proposed CP algorithm achieves complexity reduction at some error-rate performance degradation compared to the optimum MLD algorithm, similar to the existing simplified MLD schemes [2 -7, 9 -13] . Therefore the proposed algorithm is especially attractive in real-time implementation of OSTBC and MIMO-BF systems.
System model

MIMO -MLD system
A maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding process for MIMO system outputs the most likely signal points transmitted on each antenna. Consider MIMO system with N t transmitting and N r receiving antennas, let H denotes the N r by N t MIMO channel matrix, x denotes the N t by one transmitted signal vector, of total energy E s , and y denotes the received signal vector. Then the ML detector in the MIMO -MLD system chooses the vector x that solves the equation
where {C N t } denotes the set of the constellation symbols in the N t dimensional complex space, and . 2 denotes the squared norm operation. Also, y = (E s /N t ) Hx + z is the received signal over the MIMO channel, and z is the N r by one vector of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), with covariance N 0 I N r , corrupting the received signal. MLD optimisation is achieved through an exhaustive search over all candidate symbol vectors s formed from the constellation C of size M. Thus, a brute-force MLD implementation requires a search through all the combinations of the constellation points that can form the elements of the transmitted vectors, resulting in a decoding complexity that is exponential in N t , that is, M N t . For OSTBC and uncoded MIMO-maximum ratio transmission (MIMO-MRT) [14] or MIMO-BF systems, the multiple transmit antennas are used for diversity gains and the MLD vector search operation at the receiver decouples into multiple scalar search operations. Thus, the MLD vector search operations for these systems reduce into N t M scalar searches, which is still significantly high for high-order MIMO systems employing large constellation size such as 16-QAM, both of which are desirable in the 4G cellular systems. In the sequel, we present a method to reduce the decoding complexity of MIMO -MLD systems.
Proposed CP algorithm for MIMO -MLD systems
In this section, we present the analysis of the proposed CP algorithm for reduced-complexity MIMO -MLD systems. In the proposed scheme, the signal points in the constellation are partitioned into two: quadrant indicator and quadrant symbols. The quadrant indicator consists of the M 0 signal points on the inner-most ring of the constellation, of radius R 0 , whereas the quadrant symbols consist of all the signal points in a quadrant minus the quadrant indicator for that quadrant, that is, (M 2 M 0 )/4 for M-QAM. Then the search operation in the CP MIMO -MLD system is conducted in two stages: quadrant search and symbol search. In the quadrant search stage, the signal points in the quadrant indicator are searched in order to detect the quadrant closest to the received signal on each antenna. The ML estimate for this stage is given bŷ
where {M N t 0 } denotes the set of symbols in the N t dimensional complex space over the partitioned constellation, of size M 0 . In the symbol search stage, the algorithm limits the remaining search operations only to the signal points in the detected quadrants. The ML estimate used for computing the final decoded symbol stream in the second stage of the CP algorithm is thus given bŷ
where
N t } denotes the set of symbols in the N t dimensional complex space over the detected quadrants. * ' are the elements of the received vector y, then the first stage vector search among M 0 signal points on the inner-most ring detects the bolded points shown in the figure, whereas the second stage vector search is conducted among the corresponding signal points in the shaded regions of the constellation.
Performance analysis
We next examine the complexity and error-rate performance of the proposed CP MIMO -MLD system in comparison with brute-force MLD.
Error probability performance of MIMO systems using MLD algorithm
Consider the transmission of the symbol vectors
where L is the block length, over MIMO channel matrix H, which is assumed fixed over the block length L. Then the received signal matrix can be expressed as
where the N t by L complex matrix N 0 ) . Given the MIMO channel matrix H, the conditional probability of transmitting X and deciding erroneously in favour ofX at the receiver,X = X , can be calculated for ML decoding as [15] 
where Q( . ) denotes the Gaussian Q-function, and d 2 E (X ,X ) is the squared norm of the Euclidean distance between the transmitted code matrix X, and the erroneously received versionX, after scaling by the MIMO channel matrix H. This is the distance metric for transmissions over MIMO channels, and it can be expressed as
where ( . ) H denotes the Hermitian transpose operation.
3.2 Error probability performance of MIMO systems using CP algorithm Fig. 2 displays the flow chart for MIMO -MLD system using the proposed two-stage CP algorithm. In this system, the received signal is passed through a first stage processing where the vector search operations are conducted among the M 0 symbols in the quadrant indicator, to detect the quadrants closest to the received signals. Then the signal is passed onto the second stage processing where vector search operation is conducted only among the symbols of the detected quadrants. The SER performance of the system is then computed. This two-stage CP algorithm results in the optimum ML decision at the receiver whenever the distance between the received (noise-free) codewords is proportional to the distance between the transmitted codewords, in which case the starred points in Fig. 1 (the elements of the received vectors) at any time instant t will lie in the same quadrants of the transmitted vector symbols and the CP algorithm will have the same error probability performance as MLD. This assertion is always true for transmissions over AWGN channels. For transmissions over (fading) MIMO channels, however, it is not always true except if H is a unitary matrix in which case (6) becomes
which is exactly equal to the squared norm of the Euclidean distances between the transmitted codewords. Hence for the unitary MIMO channel H, the proposed CP has same error probability performance as the optimum MLD algorithm for all types of MIMO systems. However, for the general case when H is not a unitary matrix, we next examine the distance metric d 2 E (X ,X ), in order to deduce the error probability behaviour of the different MIMO systems using the CP algorithm. 3.2.1 Orthogonal space-time block codes: For OSTBC, the received distance metric can be written as
where the second to the last line in (8) arise from the orthogonality of the code, and l i in the last line are the singular values of H. Since
l i is a real, scalar scaling factor, we observe from this equation that the distance between the received space-time codewords for OSTBC is proportional to the distance between the transmitted codewords, thus CP algorithm has the same error probability performance as the optimum MLD for OSTBC.
MIMO beamforming:
For MIMO-BF or equivalently MIMO-MRT, the received distance metric can be written as
Noting that for eigen beamforming, w t ¼ u max , t, where u max , t denotes the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of HH H , l max (HH H ), and for a fixed H over the block lenght L, we can finally write
Thus the received distance between the space-time signals for MIMO-BF is also proportional to the transmitted distance between the signals, and therefore CP algorithm has the same error probability performance as MLD for MIMO-MRC or MIMO-BF systems.
MIMO multiplexing:
For MIMO-mux systems, the received distance metric can be written in general, as
with equality only if H is a unitary matrix. Since d
where a is a scaling factor, then the received distance metric for MIMO-mux is not always proportional to the transmitted distance metric and thus CP algorithm does not always result in the optimum ML decision for the general MIMO-mux detection schemes. However, for MIMO-mux detection approach employing QR decomposition of the H matrix first followed by sequential ML detection of the streams, detecting one stream after the other (with error-rate probability slightly degraded compared to the standard MLD above), then the performance of the QR-based CP is the same as that of the QR-based MLD as shown in the following.
Consider the matrix Q ¼ [e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e Nt ] whose columns consist of mutually orthogonal vectors e i , such as the vectors e i = { 1,i=j 0,i=j for example. Given the QR factorisation of H:H = [h 1 h 2 · · · h N t ] = QR, where h i denotes the ith column of H, and R is an upper-triangular matrix whose www.ietdl.org entries are given by
with (·) * T denoting the complex conjugate transpose, then the distance metric for MIMO-mux scheme can be written as [16] 
where b is a real constant, the distance metric for the QR-based MIMO-mux decoding scheme is proportional to the distance between the transmitted space-time signals. Thus, when CP algorithm is used with this detection approach, it will not degrade further the sub ML performance of the QR-based decoding schemes.
Complexity analysis for OSTBC and MIMO-BF using CP algorithms
The complexity of the brute-force MLD is prohibitive in MIMO transmissions with large number of antennas and constellation size because of the huge vector search operations required in the MLD detection process. For example, for OSTBC and MIMO-BF systems, despite the decoupling of the decoding process, the number of search operations [In the detection of M-QAM signals, MLD search operation is usually implemented in practice using the so-called slicer, which compares the i, j coordinates of the received signals with those of the signal points in the constellations after scaling them with the appropriate gains. The term 'search operation' used this complexity analysis denotes the search operations in the slicer.] required at the receiver in the brute-force MLD is given by
where N t ¼ 2 for 2 × 2 OSTBC, and N t ¼ 3 for 3 × 3 OSTBC for example. However, the number of search operations required for these MIMO systems using the proposed CP algorithm is given by
Thus, the percent complexity saving in the proposed CP algorithm compared with the brute-force MLD for OSTBC and MIMO-BF systems is given by
From (15), it is clear that the proposed CP algorithm provides a fixed percent complexity saving for a given signalling constellation, independent of the number of antennas in the OSTBC/MIMO-BF systems.
Complexity analysis for MIMO-mux systems using CP algorithm
Owing to the huge vector search operations required in the MLD detection process, the complexity of the brute-force MLD is prohibitive in MIMO-mux scheme with large number of antennas and constellation size. The number of search operations required at the receiver in this case is given by
However, the number of search operations required for MIMO-mux system in the proposed CP algortihm is given by
Thus, the percent complexity saving in the proposed CP algorithm compared to the brute-force MLD for MIMOmux system is given by
From (18), it is clear that the proposed CP algorithm also provides a fixed percent complexity saving for a given signalling constellation, independent of the number of antennas deployed in the MIMO-mux scheme. Table 1 compares the number of search operations required in the brute-force MLD and the proposed CP algorithm when used for space-time block code (STBC)/MIMO-BF and MIMO-mux systems, for different M-QAM constellations, case N t ¼ 2. It is observed from this table that huge complexity saving is achieved in the proposed system for high-order signalling constellations such as 16-QAM, 32-QAM and 64-QAM (well above 50% for OSTBC and MIMO-BF, and well above 90% for MIMO-mux systems). For signalling constellations with only four signal points such as 4-QAM, CP approach cannot be used as the constellation cannot be partitioned further. It is interesting to note however that it is for the high-order constellations that the complexity of the optimum MLD algorithm is of great concern, and that is where the proposed CP algorithm provides its important complexity savings, making it very attractive in real-time implementations of reducedcomplexity MIMO -MLD receivers.
3.5 Comparisons with SD and K-best decoder 3.5.1 Error-rate performance: From (12), and later shown by simulation in Figs. 8 and 9 , the QR-based CP algorithm has same error-rate performance as QR-based MLD schemes such as the SD. However, since the K-best algorithm is known to have inferior error-rate performance compared with MLD [9] , then the QR-based CP algorithm also has better error-rate performance than K-best decoder.
Complexity:
For QR-based MLD scheme such as SD, sequential ML detection of the QR-decomposed expression in (12) is conducted using tree search algorithm, starting from the root node [3] . Assuming hard decision at each node, then QR-based MLD has complexity that is given by (13) , whereas the QR-based CP has complexity that is given by (14) . Thus, QR-based CP has lower complexity than QR-based MLD schemes such as SD, which in turn is known to have lower complexity (interms of number of search points), than the 'sorted-list' K-best decoder [9] . Indeed we have illustrated here method to further achieve complexity reduction in QR-based MIMOmux schemes such as the SD, without degrading the known error-rate performance of these schemes.
Application to golden code and other low-complexity ML decoders
Currently, the best 2 × 2 STBC code with essentially the optimum ML performance and reasonable complexity is the Golden code, whereas the corresponding optimum 4 × 2 STBC is the DjABBA code [8, 15, 17] . The proposed decoding approach can also be used to further reduce the decoding complexity of these codes and their variants. The main idea presented in this paper is to partition the MLD search over the signal constellation into two stages at any point in a decoding process such that in the first stage the subset M 0 tagged the quadrant indicators are searched, and in the second stage only the remaining symbols in the detected quadrants, (1/4)(M 2 M 0 ), will be searched. Thus, a search process over a constellation of size M at any point in a decoding process is reduced to two-stage searches over M 0 and (1/4)(M 2 M 0 ). Note that in the decoding of STBC employing square QAM, the real and imaginary parts of each symbol can be decoded independently. Typically, the I-component of a symbol is first decoded using MLD search, and then the Q-component can be simply decoded using hard-limiting [8] . Thus an MLD search is not required for the Q-component, reducing the overall decoding complexity of this scaling and hard-limiting decoding process compared to I -Q MLD search. The idea presented in this paper can be used to further reduce the decoding complexity of the scaling and hard-limiting decoding process by employing the two-stage approach presented in this paper during the decoding of the Icomponent, and the complexity reduction so achieved is at no extra performance degradation. For example, using the proposed CP algorithm, the decoding complexity of the 2 × 2 STBC presented in [8] can be reduced from
whereas the decoding complexity of the corresponding 4 × 2 STBC is reduced from
Simulation results
This section presents our simulation results for the SER performance of the brute-force MLD and the proposed CP algorithm when both are employed in the detection of MIMO systems. The SER performance of the optimum MLD algorithm were first simulated and found to agree closely with the results presented in [18] for MIMO-MRT systems, and with those presented in [19 -21] for STBC. Then the SER performance of the proposed CP algorithm were simulated and compared with the brute-force MLD.
Figs. 3 and 4 present these results for the case of uncoded MIMO-MRT system [14] , 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 MIMO configurations, respectively, whereas Figs. 5 and 6 present the results for the case of STBC, 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 MIMO configurations, respectively. From our simulation results, it is easily observed that the performance of the proposed scheme is essentially the same as brute-force (optimal) MLD when employed for STBC and MIMO-MRT systems despite its interesting complexity savings over the optimum MLD as shown in Table 1 . Thus, the proposed scheme does not compromise performance for complexity reduction as is obtained in many of the proposed schemes in the literature, when employed for STBC and MIMO-MRT (or MIMO-BF) systems. Fig. 7 presents the SER performance of MIMO-mux system employing the proposed CP algorithm in comparison with optimum MLD and another reduced- [14] , for the proposed CP and MLD algorithms complexity simplified MLD (S-MLD) algorithm in [11] . Multi-stream MIMO-mux detection approach is employed in the simulation in this figure. It is observed from the result that the proposed CP algorithm degrades the SER performance of the optimum MLD, whenever MIMO-mux receiver employing multi-stream detection approach is utilised. However, the performance of the CP algorithm for this case is still comparable to what existing reducedcomplexity MLD algorithms in the literature have achieved for multi-stream detections, compared to the optimum MLD. Unlike the existing algorithms, however, the proposed algorithm has the advantage that if the detection of the MIMO-mux scheme is decoupled using for example QR decomposition, then the performance of the QR-based CP and QR-based MLD are the same. This observation is summarised in the SER results for the QR-based CP and QR-based MLD algorithms presented in Figs. 8 and 9 for the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 MIMO configurations, respectively.
Conclusion
This paper presents a CP algorithm for complexity reduction in MIMO -MLD systems. We present the performance and complexity analyses of the proposed scheme and we show that the system achieves significant complexity reduction while providing the same error-rate performance compared with the optimum MIMO -MLD scheme for the case of OSTBC and MIMO-MRT systems. For the case of MIMOmux systems, the proposed CP algorithm degrades the optimum MLD performance if multi-stream detection is used. However, if QR-based detection approach that decouples the vector symbol search operation into scalar search is employed, then the performance of the QR-based CP and QR-based MLD algorithms are the same. Thus, the proposed CP would be very attractive in real-time implementations of reduced-complexity MIMO -MLD receivers.
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